
Too Poor to Thrive 

 

I am a figure at the back of the class, deprived of my sense of belonging because my shoes 

are wrong.  But, logos don’t make shoes strong. 

I am a shadow in the playground holding an apple that no-one wants to swap, because they all 

have cheese strings.  My Granny Smith doesn’t have an advert, and our budget doesn’t 

stretch to these things. 

I am a child who drinks tea at every opportunity just to keep warm, not because I like it.  

Milk is for special occasions anyway, so I sip it. 

 

 

My austerity is missing the steamed-syrup sponge because only the main meal is covered by 

the council, pudding is more.  My hunger is satisfied, at least until I leave the canteen floor. 

My wealth is finding a sale packet of crisps in the shop for thirty pence, and I have fifty that’s 

been saved.  I’m lucky I found a snack that I craved. 

My ambitions are sporadic jobs that pay enough to keep me alive, not because I cannot 

manage more but because the necessary qualifications favour the rich.  Although I might be 

smart, I can’t afford the suit for a new job pitch. 

My health is knowing the cure for my condition and pleading for it, but being informed 

budgets don’t stretch to that pill so maybe I should try exercise instead.  With treatment so 

expensive, and waiting lists long, it’s the poor that end up dead. 

My head is one of many tucked away engaged in self-improvement, hoping that one day we 

can pay for the paper to prove it.  This task is harder for some, when lights cost so much to be 

lit. 

 

 



I am a product of an outdated and outnumbered system, which cannot be improved by the 

likes of us.  There may be many opportunities out there, but I can’t afford the bus. 

I am the person who studies with you and takes your orders, delivers your parcels and serves 

your food.  I am all this in one person, trying to make my life good. 

I am next to you at the food bank on Fridays, hoping they won’t realise I’ve used three 

vouchers already.  It was a three mile, rushed walk in the cold and I’m feeling unsteady. 

I am the voice of an ignored underclass fighting for investment to escape the trappings of 

poverty yet, my words never reach their ears.  All around me are their mocking tones, jargon 

and sneers. 

I am the cure for cancer and depression but nobody will ever know, or so it certainly seems, 

because I stay in a tenement flat, and can’t break a glass ceiling with a can of beans. 

 

 


